September 9, 2005

Jim Rispoli, Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management
U.S. Department of Energy, Headquarters
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Re: Waste Treatment Plant

Dear Mr. Rispoli,

The Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) is absolutely vital to public health, protection of the environment, and cleanup success. The WTP is being designed and constructed to safely immobilize Hanford’s 53 million gallons of tank waste. The Hanford Advisory Board (Board) has always supported efforts to expedite and accelerate tank waste treatment in order to reduce risk. The Board believes the greatest risk reduction is achieved by vitrifying the most tank waste possible.

The Board is alarmed that increased costs may jeopardize project completion. The Board is concerned that WTP construction cost and schedule reviews being conducted by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) have not been publicly available. The Board places high priority on the successful completion and operation of the WTP. The Board supports DOE’s plans to evaluate alternatives to maintain forward progress as long as such alternatives comply with the Tri Party Agreement (TPA).

The revision of the seismic design criteria for the plant is a significant setback. For the Board and its members to continue to defend the WTP to the public, Congress and others, it is crucial the Board has timely and complete information.

Advice

The Board advises DOE to identify and request all of the funds required to complete construction of the WTP with no delay to the TPA schedule and without jeopardizing other Hanford projects.

The Board urges DOE not to delay progress on the vitrification plant, and to continue to explore compliant alternatives to keep moving forward while resolving seismic and other design issues.
The Board advises DOE to expeditiously share the WTP cost and schedule status and potential project impacts with Congress, the Board, regulators, and the public.

Sincerely,

Todd Martin, Chair
Hanford Advisory Board

This advice represents HAB consensus for this specific topic. It should not be taken out of context to extrapolate Board agreement on other subject matters.
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